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A Loss of Liberty: The Development of Press Censorship in Washington D.C. from Bureaucratic
Experiment to Presidential Sanction

I. Introduction
On July 4, 1861, President Lincoln called Congress into a special session to explain the actions he
had taken to suppress rebellion. He challenged the men before him with a question that lay at the heart
of this national crisis, “Must a government, of necessity, be too strong for the liberties of its own people,
or too weak to maintain its own existence?” President Lincoln assured Congress that the reason for war
was to maintain a Constitutional government founded on individual liberties, and furthermore, that
restrictions were only to be “partial and temporary departures, from necessity.” 1
However, in the months that followed, Northerners were left to wonder whether their liberties
would survive the war at all. The First Amendment’s guarantee of press freedom was an early causality
in the American Civil War. Many scholars have debated the constitutionality of the censorship imposed
on the press, expounded on its inefficiency, or even claimed its necessity. But few have focused on how
censorship developed and the way in which it became legalized. At a time when we are once again at
war, it is important to realize how the laws of war can affect the delicate balance of liberty and security
in our country. During the Civil War, it appears that this balance was tipped toward security as press
censorship developed on the experimental whim of numerous officials and stumbled into legal standing.
This resulted from a lack of established government policy on relations with the growing news industry,
a narrow understanding of press freedom, and untested presidential war powers. This abbreviated
account will address the development of press censorship in Washington D.C. from bureaucratic
experiment to presidential sanction.
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II. The Press Dilemma
In the 1850s and 60s, the American news industry underwent transformative change.
Newspapers rejected their role as “mouthpieces” for political parties and became the peoples’
advocates in the democratic process. This functional shift coupled with advancement in telegraph
technology resulted in exponential circulation and readership growth. 2 The United States became “a
newspaper‐reading nation” with an intense interest in politics. 3
As secession ripped through the nation, the booming press industry was uniquely positioned to
shape public opinion. The American people hungered for the news. Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote in a
popular journal, “We must have something to eat and the papers to read. Everything else we can do
without . . . Only bread and the newspaper we must have.” 4 Newspapermen eagerly responded to this
demand. Editor Henry J. Raymond of the New York Times exclaimed that their words, powered by the
telegraph, reached an audience “as wide as the Union. . .with the emphasis of lightening.” 5 The press
wielded considerable societal influence as it charged headlong into the business of wartime coverage.
Initial press coverage of the American Civil War was unrestricted and quickly raised national
security concerns. Northern newspapers routinely leaked sensitive information about Union military
strategy and operations, which quickly fell into Confederate hands. 6 Many newspapers also threatened
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the Union position with their harsh criticisms of the war and the Lincoln administration, which corroded
the public support so vital to this domestic quarrel. 7
The Federal government was unprepared to deal with these challenges. There was no
established precedent for handling libel or dealing with a wartime press. Legislation offered minimal
guidance as the First Amendment doctrine that exists now had not been developed yet. 8 Acting in the
void of policy, the Lincoln administration and its supporters began experimenting with their own
solutions to the press dilemma.

III. Experimenting with Censorship
Experimentation with censorship did not originate from the federal government, but rather
unexpectedly from the civilian sector. By April of 1861, D.C. telegraph employees initiated a practice of
forwarding alarming dispatches containing government action, troop movements, or treasonous
material bound for Southern cities to President Lincoln in anticipation of war. The American Telegraph
Company (ATC) followed this action by voluntarily cutting its Washington‐Richmond line. The company
president, Edward S. Sanford, then established the first guidelines for censoring material “injurious to
the government” after requesting input from officials in Washington. 9 These civilian actions laid the
foundation for further development of censorship by government officials.
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The first occurrence of government censorship happened almost by accident. On April 19,
reporters had flocked to the telegraph office in Washington with news of the Sixth Massachusetts
stoning by a secessionist mob in Baltimore, but a military guard blocked their entrance. Unbeknownst to
them, Colonel Charles P. Stone had unraveled a Confederate plot to smuggle flour aboard a steamer and
requested that the telegraph lines be kept silent until he could bring the conspirators into custody. 10
This cooperative arrangement inadvertently blocked the potentially damaging story, and seems to have
inspired the federal government to attempt more pervasive censorship.
The War Department began experimenting with censorship soon after. On April 26, Secretary
Simon Cameron authorized Tom Scott, vice president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, to monitor
information about troop movements passed over the Washington‐Annapolis telegraph line. 11 Scott’s role
quickly expanded to include censoring press dispatches that contained government information, military
or otherwise, not intended for the public. Scott had no training and little guidance as the new head
censor. 12 Nevertheless, a primitive and localized telegraph censorship grew out of his inexperienced
bumbling.
As legal justification for such action, Secretary Cameron cited the fifty‐seventh article of war
passed by Congress in 1806 which dictated that anyone “holding correspondence with, or giving
intelligence to, the enemy, either directly or indirectly” would be subject to punishment up to the death
penalty. 13 General Winfield Scott, the Commander‐in‐chief of the Union Army, issued the Cameron‐
approved order on July 8, 1861, “Henceforth the telegraph will convey no dispatches concerning the
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operations of the Army not permitted by the Commanding general.” 14 Thus the War Department, acting
on executive authority, extended the military regulation intended for spies and traitors to include the
censorship of civilian journalists. Of course, the infrastructure needed to effectively enforce this
communications policy had yet to be established.
In July of 1861, the War Department gained direct control of the Washington telegraph office,
after a government merger with ATC. This development significantly improved Tom Scott’s ability to
regulate press dispatches sent in and out of the capital. 15 However, telegraph censorship at this stage
was still a rather feeble institution. It was impossible to constrain information from reaching the presses
when telegraph offices in other prominent cities such as New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia were not
under government control. 16
Postmaster General Montgomery Blair had developed an alternative means of censorship by
manipulating the mail system. He excluded dissentious or “treasonable” newspapers from circulation,
which financially destroyed them, because at the time most papers were sold by subscription and
delivered by mail. Postmaster Blair justified his actions by invoking the Blackstonian “no prior restraint”
definition of press freedom. The newspapers were free to publish what they wanted, but he “could not
be called upon to give them circulation.” Furthermore, Blair claimed to have acted in the void of
congressional action and invoked special war powers as an extension of the executive branch. This
practice lasted until the Post Office was placed under the War Department in 1862. 17
In the meantime, General McClellan had made a “Gentlemen’s Agreement” with reporters. They
agreed not to publish anything that would aid the Confederacy, and in return, General McClellan agreed
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to see that the press received appropriate information as soon as possible. This arrangement soon failed
as editors and government officials inevitably differed on what was appropriate to print. 18 Early
attempts at censorship of any sort were simply insufficient against the persistent, lead‐hungry reporters.
These varied censorship experiments were also undermined by politically‐motivated favoritism.
Government officials would solicit a willing reporter to promote their agendas in exchange for insider
information or privilege. In one such instance, Secretary Cameron licensed Samuel Wilkeson of the New
York Tribune to send uncensored dispatches from Washington, which resulted in the publication of a
defamatory article about certain generals. In his memoirs, reporter Henry Villard described the secretary
as having “a shrewd way of tempting journalists by implications and insinuations into publishing things
about others that he wished to have said without becoming responsible for them.” However, Secretary
Cameron was eventually held responsible for his indiscretions and reassigned to St. Petersburg, Russia in
early 1862. 19
After the Wilkeson affair, Secretary of State William H. Seward decried Cameron’s
mismanagement of telegraph censorship and vowed to take the matter into “[his] own hands.” 20 In
September 1861, Secretary Seward instructed H.E. Thayer, the newly‐appointed head censor at the
Washington telegraph office, to send all questionable dispatches to the State Department instead of
directing them to the “overworked” Cameron. 21
Secretary Seward proved as ineffectual as his predecessor, though. His management of
telegraph censorship veered even farther from military matters and into the realm of politics. Seward
neglected to develop the guidelines for telegraph censorship beyond prohibiting anything that could aid
18
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or comfort the enemy and his censors which, with their rather limited knowledge of public affairs, only
exacerbated inflamed press relations. 22 Frustrated reporters learned to evade the Washington censors
by writing telegraph dispatches in code and sending others to their editors by courier or mail. These
apparent gaps in censorship allowed for military news to slip through, but reporters’ efforts to get
around censorship slowed, and sometimes silenced, news that would otherwise damage support for the
war. 23 Therefore, despite the obvious shortcomings of these bureaucratic experiments with censorship,
they accomplished the desired effect of mediating public opinion.

IV. Legalizing Telegraph Censorship
The attempted control of mass information raised concerns in the House of Representatives. In
December of 1861, the House organized a Judiciary Committee “to inquire if a telegraphic censorship of
the press has been established in this city [Washington], if so, by whose authority, and by whom is it
now controlled.” 24 The committee concluded, after several months of hearings, that censorship had
indeed been established and expressed with alarm that, “Despatches[sic], almost numberless, of
political, personal, and general character have been suppressed by the censor.” 25
However, any intention the Judiciary Committee had of shutting censorship down was
inadvertently hindered by an act of Congress. During the investigation, Congress had passed a bill, which
allowed the president to seize control of all rail and telegraph lines for “when in his judgment the public
safety may require it.” 26 The statute was merely a wartime precaution, which reserved the lines for
government needs, but it effectively legalized censorship. Within a matter of days, President Lincoln had
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taken control of the nationwide telegraph network and appointed the new War Department secretary,
Edwin M. Stanton, to oversee a more cohesive censorship policy. The committee’s hands were tied.
They admonished the president to “not interfere with the free transmission of intelligence by telegraph
when the same will not aid the public enemy in his military or naval operations,” but made no further
protest. 27

V. Presidential Sanction
Before Congress’ legislative misstep, the president had eluded direct ties with press censorship
and simply allowed his cabinet members a long leash in their experiments. However, he latched onto
this loophole and bent the statute to his own ends by invoking executive power. This power is
mentioned in Article II of Constitution, but was largely untested at the time. 28
James Madison explained that while the Constitution had been “penned with the greatest
technical skill and passed on the fullest and most mature deliberation,” it was “obscure and equivocal”
until defined by further discussion and lawmaking. 29 In light of this, a certain amount of elasticity in the
law was prescribed for matters of public safety. As Madison reasoned, “means of security can only be
regulated by the means and danger of attack. They will, in fact, be ever determined by these rules and
by no others,” for it is “in vain to oppose constitutional barriers to the impulse of self‐preservation.”
Alexander Hamilton added that in dangerous circumstances “no constitutional shackles can be wisely
imposed.” 30 All of which boiled down to the belief that the government had been allotted extra‐
constitutional authority in times of war. And furthermore, John Quincy Adams argued that this special
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“war power” was entitled to the “Executive” as well as to Congress. 31 Constitutional interpretations such
as these allowed President Lincoln to act on little more than political savvy and personal judgment.
Before his presidency, Lincoln had been a critic of such executive license. He had advocated the
supremacy of Congress and staunchly opposed Jacksonian attempts to expand executive power. 32 After
becoming president, Lincoln quickly changed his mind with rising tide of secession. He explained, “I felt
that measures otherwise unconstitutional might become lawful by becoming indispensable to
preservation of the Constitution through the preservation of the nation.” 33 In February of 1862, these
measures came to include using the telegraph to censor the press.
President Lincoln defended his action as he had done in the special session of Congress, by
posing a question. He asked whether a boy who deserts should be shot while the “wily agitator” whose
newspaper article incites him to do so goes unpunished. Answering for himself, the president stated, “I
think that, in such a case, to silence the agitator and save the boy is not only constitutional but withal a
great mercy.” He continued, “If I be wrong on this question of constitutional power my error lies in
believing that certain proceedings are constitutional when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public
safety requires them. . . .” 34 In President Lincoln’s estimation, censorship was legal by virtue of
necessity.
Several years later, President Lincoln reiterated this position in a letter to Editor A.G. Hodges. He
maintained that sacrificing certain civil liberties was necessary in order to preserve the Constitution and
the nation as a whole, “By general law, life and limb must be protected; yet often a limb must be
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amputated to save a life; but a life is never wisely given to save a limb.” 35 In this pathos‐evoking
rhetoric, the President sanctioned the use of censorship once more.

VI. Conclusion
Freedom of the press was sacrificed in the name of “a more perfect union.” The Lincoln
administration and its supporters believed that the Union cause was threatened by newspapers that
routinely leaked military information and published inflammatory dissent. In the void of an established
government‐press relations policy, experimentation with censorship began. This account followed the
development of press censorship in Washington D.C. from bureaucratic experiment to presidential
sanction. Along the way, the Judiciary Committee’s investigation failed to shutdown censorship, and
Congress inadvertently perpetuated it by allowing President Lincoln to seize control of the telegraph
network. He was then able to invoke untested executive war power to officially sanction telegraph
censorship of the press.
Perhaps the last question President Lincoln posed was how much his actions would impact the
wartime administrations to follow as they attempt to balance security and liberty whilst preserving our
democratic republic. As our current administration conducts this juggling act, it is important that we
remember previous losses of liberty and acknowledge evolving Constitutional interpretations so that we
may be vigilant about the future. Let us hope that we will not be left to wonder like the Northerners
whether our liberties will survive the war.
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